2012 SPRING SEMESTER

JAN
13 ERIN MOORE | INTERACTIVE DESIGNER - NEW YORK | 4:30 P | HAWAC RM 221
Fascinated by the ways people interact with information, Moore loves watching people respond to environments, enjoys listening to how they communicate their ideas and is motivated to find the best ways to contribute to these experiences. - erinlmoore.com

27 TRISTAN D’ESTRÉE STERK | ARCHITECT - CHICAGO | 4:30 P | Herrick Chapel
Tristan Sterk is a professor at SAIC and founder of the Office for Robotic Architectural Media & Bureau for Responsive Architecture (ORAMBA). Tristan’s work and research is recognized as central in the field of responsive architecture. - orambra.com

FEB
3 KIMMY NOonen | INSTALLATION ARTIST - CHICAGO | 4:30 P | Herrick Chapel
Performatively multi-media and intentionally engaging, Noonien’s work deals with the role of authorship in art and the challenge of seeing great value in the often overlooked subtleties of interpersonal interactions and spaces.

3-3/2 KIMMY NOonen: The Reproduce EXHIBITION
3 KIMMY NOonen RECEPTION | 11 A - 1 P

MAR
15 KEYNOTE LECTURE: NICHOLAS WOLTERSTORFF | 7 P | Herrick Chapel
16 SYMPOSIUM PROGRAM | 8:30 A - 5:15 P | Herrick Chapel (registration fee)
RECEPTION & EXHIBITION | 5:15 P | Draewell Gallery
arch.judsonu.edu/symposium

30 DAN WHEELER | ARCHITECT - CHICAGO | 4:30 P | Herrick Chapel
Co-founder of Wheeler Kearns Architects, and professor at UIC, Dan is committed to simple, direct solutions through design that celebrate a full, rich and dignified way of life. The award-winning work of his studio responds to place, material and detail - wkarch.com

APR
13 MARTIN DESPANG | ARCHITECT - TUCSON | 4:30 P | Herrick Chapel
Despang is an architect with Despang Architekten. Martin’s work has received international acclaim & publication, including his contributions to the distinguished excellence of inclusive “Baukultur / the culture of the everyday built environment.” - despangarchitekten.com

2-14 VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS SENIOR THESIS EXHIBITION | Draewell Gallery
14 VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS SENIOR THESIS RECEPTION | 1 - 3 P

16-20 SoADA FINAL STUDIO REVIEWS | Draewell Gallery

23-9/7 SoADA STUDENT COMPETITION EXHIBITION | Draewell Gallery
24 SoADA STUDENT COMPETITION RECEPTION | 6-7 P

27 SoADA ANNUAL STUDENT AWARDS RECEPTION | HAWAC | 5 P